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Overview of StreetSync
StreetSync puts the power and
control of user interface selection
into the customer’s hands. The
laptop and tablet industry - and
the blurring of the two - are
moving at a rapid pace. New
options are constantly available,
rendering a tablet purchased
just 18 months ago, a relic. This
rapid evolution highlights the
importance of separating the
touchscreen from the controller,
and instead, putting it into the
hands of the user in the form of
a tablet.

StreetSync is a field solution that allows you to use
a tablet or laptop computer in the comfort and safety
of your vehicle to wirelessly configure the controller.
If you are an ATMS customer, the Enterprise version
also allows you to synchronize data with your central
server while in the field, even when the cabinet is not
connected to the system, allowing you to more easily
maintain data integrity.
Using the Windows operating system, StreetSync
can be loaded onto the type of hardware that suits
your needs, whether that is a tablet or laptop. By
equipping the controller with a Bluetooth transceiver
(permanent or temporary), remotely connecting
directly to the controller is as simple as driving within
range, pairing, and logging on using StreetSync.

StreetSync Enterprise is great for ATMS agencies that have offline controllers, because
it makes it easy to synchronize data back with central. Once you’re done configuring
an intersection, simply send updates from the field using a cellular or Wi-Fi connection.
StreetSync will then upload any files with the most current date to the ATMS server. By
allowing such flexibility to synchronize settings with the central server from the laptops
or tablets in the field, it is much easier to maintain data integrity across the agency. This
helps you avoid having multiple databases for for the same controller “scattered” around
the agency on different laptops or tablets; now the entire agency’s critical traffic data
can easily be synchronized and secure on the central server.

How does it work?
StreetSync allows you to interact with a controller from the safety and convenience of
your vehicle. ATMS customers using the Enterprise version are then able to upload data
to the central server when within cellular or Wi-Fi communications.
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StreetSync delivers value by providing the most convenient way to interface
with a controller in the field, whether the controller is not connected to a
communications infrastructure or if the controller is online.
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StreetSync

StreetSync
Enterprise

(an ATMS.now Module)

Max Intersections
Upload/Download
Time Set
Flash Firmware (only 980), 980 ATC and ATC use
USB, 2070 uses standalone loader
Add/delete new controller (only local, not sync’d
to ATMS)
View & Edit Database
Sync with ATMS server
Sync with ATMS server wirelessly
Compare Database
Database Diagnostic
Real-Time Scan
Modern String Initialization
Event logs, alarms, preemption, flash (display
and export to Excel)
Connect to controller via cable
Connect to controller via Bluetooth wireless
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ABOUT CUBIC | TRAFFICWARE
Cubic | Trafficware specializes in researching, designing, and developing electronic equipment
and enterprise software designed to enhance the transportation industry. Our industry
expertise comes from:
1. Hands on experience attained while solving traffic management challenges across the
country since 1979.
2. Our in-house team including: professional traffic engineers, hardware and software
design and development staff, manufacturing personnel, and customer service/field
application engineers.
3. Regular dialogue with our customers to address their real-world operational issues and
future traffic management requirements.
Cubic | Trafficware manufactures a full line of traffic equipment in its 90,000 square-foot
technology center located in Sugar Land, Texas. In over three decades of manufacturing in the
USA, our products have earned a reputation for unmatched quality and reliability.

